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Background of Archives West
●
●

The website has been operated by Orbis Cascade Alliance since 2007.
Our repositories contain over 44,000 finding aids from six western states.
○

●
●
●

ID, MT, OR, UT, WA, and WY

We use a schema based on Encoded Archival Description (EAD) Version 2002.
The Alliance issues Archival Resource Keys (ARKs) as persistent identifiers.
Finding aids are released under either CC BY or CC0.

Reasons for Going “Open”
●
●
●
●

The Alliance Council wrote a Commitment to Open Principles & Practices.
Our proprietary XML database software was expensive.
The servers required to run the proprietary software were expensive.
Over 14 years, diﬀerent developers made additions without renovations.

Rebuilding with BaseX

What Is BaseX?
“BaseX is a light-weight, high-performance and scalable XML Database and an XQuery
3.1 Processor with full support for the W3C Update and Full-Text extensions.”
●
●
●

Itʼs a Java program that builds searchable databases out of XML files.
XQuery is the programming language used to read, update, or full-text search the
databases.
XPath expressions select nodes within a document.

Client/Server Architecture
●

The structure of BaseX is similar to MySQL.
○
○

●

A system-wide service stores the databases.
Clients send commands to build databases, query them, update or drop them.

Multiple client types are available.
○
○
○

Command line
Graphical User Interface
Programming languages

The Importance of Indexes
●
●
●
●

The performance of BaseX depends on the eﬀiciency of the projectʼs index
structures and XQuery.
BaseX oﬀers built-in indexes like full-text.
Use XQuery to build custom indexes as databases.
In production, users should search index databases, not document databases.
○
○

Searching and navigating original XML documents is slow and CPU intensive.
BaseX will process one read or update request at a time.

Lessons Learned

“Free” Software Has a Cost
●

The Archives West rebuild required half a year of intensive development and
continued for two months after go-live.
○
○
○

●

Implementers need to develop skills as well as code.
○

●

Tweaks to full-text search matching and scoring.
Addition of dedicated production text indexes.
Batch jobs for optimizing indexes.
BaseX for Newbies (PDF)

An organization can pay for software, or they can pay an employee.

Questions?

